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AdÂ-verÂ-tisÂ-ers tryÂ-ing to boost their prodÂ-uctsâ€™ apÂ-peal may need to look no farÂ-ther than the
nearÂ-est art muÂ-seÂ-um. New studÂ-ies sugÂ-gest throwÂ-ing the imÂ-age of a paintÂ-ingâ€”alÂ-most
any paintÂ-ingâ€”onto a prodÂ-uct, or into a prodÂ-uct pitch, conÂ-sistÂ-ently makes viewÂ-ers rate the
items as more luxÂ-uÂ-riÂ-ous.

â€œArt has conÂ-notaÂ-tÂ-ions of exÂ-celÂ-lence, luxÂ-uÂ-ry and soÂ-phisÂ-ticaÂ-tÂ-ion that spill
overâ€• onÂ-to goods with which itâ€™s asÂ-soÂ-ciÂ-atÂ-ed, said the VaÂ-nesÂ-sa M. PatÂ-rick, an
asÂ-sisÂ-tant proÂ-fesÂ-sor at the UnÂ-iversÂ-ity of GeorÂ-giaâ€™s busiÂ-ness colÂ-lege, who
co-authored the reÂ-search. This so-called â€œart inÂ-fuÂ-sion efÂ-fectâ€• seems to work for
eveÂ-ryÂ-thing from silÂ-verÂ-ware to soap disÂ-pensers, she added.The reÂ-searchÂ-ers said they were
pleasÂ-antly surÂ-prised to find that even in toÂ-dayâ€™s crass, loud meÂ-dia
enÂ-viÂ-ronÂ-menÂ-tâ€”where adÂ-verÂ-tisÂ-ers rely on sex, celebrÂ-iÂ-ties and neÂ-on colÂ-ors to cut
through the dinâ€”someÂ-thing repÂ-reÂ-sentÂ-ing class and traÂ-diÂ-tion still gets atÂ-tenÂ-tion.
CafÃ© TerÂ-race at Night (c. 1888) by VinÂ-cent van Gogh was found to make viewÂ-ers rate
silÂ-verÂ-ware more posÂ-iÂ-tiveÂ-ly in a stuÂ-dy, but reÂ-searchÂ-ers say alÂ-most any paintÂ-ing would
work.
But the conÂ-tent of the paintÂ-ing wasÂ-nâ€™t imÂ-porÂ-tant to the â€œart inÂ-fuÂ-sion efÂ-fecÂ-t,â€•
the reÂ-searchÂ-ers said, sugÂ-gesting conÂ-sumers might not apÂ-preÂ-ciÂ-ate the speÂ-cifÂ-ic
artÂ-works themÂ-selves. Itâ€™s the â€œgenÂ-eral conÂ-notaÂ-tÂ-ions of art itÂ-selfâ€• that seem to
matÂ-ter, PatÂ-rick said. SoundÂ-ing a someÂ-what more opÂ-tiÂ-misÂ-tic note, study co-author HenÂ-rik
Hagtvedt said the efÂ-fect reÂ-sults beÂ-cause even conÂ-sumers who donâ€™t bothÂ-er to exaÂ-mine a
speÂ-cifÂ-ic picÂ-ture still adÂ-mire the genÂ-erÂ-al â€œquest for exÂ-celÂ-lenceâ€• that art
repÂ-reÂ-sents.PeoÂ-ple natÂ-uÂ-rally â€œrecÂ-ogÂ-nize the creÂ-atiÂ-vity and skill inÂ-volved,â€• he
said. â€œItâ€™s a unÂ-iverÂ-sal pheÂ-nomÂ-eÂ-non, and it stands out.â€• HagtÂ-vedt, himÂ-self a
paintÂ-er from NorÂ-way, added that â€œviÂ-sual art has hisÂ-torÂ-icÂ-ally been used as a tool for
perÂ-suaÂ-sion... It has been used to sell eveÂ-ryÂ-thing from reÂ-liÂ-gion to polÂ-iÂ-tics to spaÂ-ghetÂ-ti
sauce to the artistâ€™s imÂ-age.â€•

Hagtvedt and Patrick conÂ-ducted three studÂ-ies. First, they posed as waitÂ-ers at a resÂ-tauÂ-rant and
showed 100 paÂ-trons sets of silÂ-verÂ-ware in boxes. The top of the box had eiÂ-ther a print of VinÂ-cent
Van Goghâ€™s CafÃ© TerÂ-race at Night or a phoÂ-to of a siÂ-mÂ-iÂ-lar scene.
Even afÂ-ter a brief
sight of one of the imÂ-ages, dinÂ-ers ratÂ-ed the silÂ-verÂ-ware in the box with art as more
luxÂ-uÂ-riÂ-ous, they found.A secÂ-ond stuÂ-dy, they said, found that a relÂ-aÂ-tively unÂ-known
artÂ-work can sucÂ-cessÂ-fully vie with a famed celebrÂ-ity in conÂ-veyÂ-ing luxÂ-uÂ-ry. The third found
the picÂ-tureâ€™s conÂ-tent isÂ-nâ€™t as imÂ-porÂ-tant as artâ€™s genÂ-erÂ-al conÂ-notaÂ-tÂ-ions:
inÂ-deed, even a paintÂ-ing of a burnÂ-ing buildÂ-ing on a soap disÂ-pensÂ-er reÂ-sulted in the obÂ-ject
beÂ-ing seen as luxÂ-uÂ-riÂ-ous. The findÂ-ings are to apÂ-pear in the JourÂ-nal of MarÂ-ketÂ-ing
ReÂ-search.The â€œart inÂ-fuÂ-sion efÂ-fectâ€• may even beat othÂ-er adÂ-verÂ-tisÂ-ing tools in some
ways, the reÂ-searchÂ-ers arÂ-gued. CelebrÂ-ity enÂ-dorseÂ-ments might apÂ-peal to only cerÂ-tain groups
of peoÂ-ple, and for limÂ-itÂ-ed times, but art is unÂ-iverÂ-sally and alÂ-ways recÂ-ogÂ-nized. Its efÂ-fect
works for all kinds of prodÂ-ucts, not just luxÂ-uÂ-ry goods, PatÂ-rick added; the prodÂ-ucts in the
studÂ-ies were rathÂ-er â€œorÂ-diÂ-nary items such as silÂ-verÂ-ware, soap disÂ-pensers and bathÂ-room
fixÂ-tures.â€•
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